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QUESTION 1

US is implementing salesforce and will be using salesforce to track customer complaints, provide white papers on
products and provide subscription (Fee) ?based support. 

Which license type will US users need to fulfil US\\'s requirements? 

A. Lightning platform starter license. 

B. Service cloud license. 

C. Salesforce license. 

D. Sales cloud license 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Cloud Kicks stores Invoice records in a custom object. Invoice records are being sent to the Accounting department with
missing States and incorrectly formatted Postal Codes. 

Which two actions should Cloud Kicks take to improve data quality? (Choose two.) 

A. Change each address field to required on the Page Layout. 

B. Write an Apex Trigger to require all fields to be populated. 

C. Utilize a Validation Rule with a REGEX operator on Postal Code. 

D. Utilize a Validation Rule with a CONTAINS operator on address fields. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers (UC) has a Salesforce instance with over 10.000 Account records. They have noticed similar, but
not identical. Account names and addresses. What should UC do to ensure proper data quality? 

A. Use a service to standardize Account addresses, then use a 3rd -party tool to merge Accounts based on rules. 

B. Run a report, find Accounts whose name starts with the same five characters, then merge those Accounts. 

C. Enable Account de -duplication by creating matching rules in Salesforce, which will mass merge duplicate Accounts. 

D. Make the Account Owner clean their Accounts\\' addresses, then merge Accounts with the same address. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Universal Container (UC) stores 10 million rows of inventory data in a cloud database, As part of creating a connected
experience in Salesforce, UC would like to this inventory data to Sales Cloud without a import. UC has asked its data
architect to determine if Salesforce Connect is needed. 

Which three consideration should the data architect make when evaluating the need for Salesforce Connect? 

A. You want real-time access to the latest data, from other systems. 

B. You have a large amount of data and would like to copy subsets of it into Salesforce. 

C. You need to expose data via a virtual private connection. 

D. You have a large amount of data that you don\\'t want to copy into your Salesforce org. 

E. You need to small amounts of external data at any one time. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Container is using Salesforce for Opportunity management and enterprise resource planning (ERP) for order
management. Sales reps do not have access to the ERP and have no visibility into order status. 

What solution a data architect recommend to give the sales team visibility into order status? 

A. Leverage Canvas to bring the order management UI in to the Salesforce tab. 

B. Build batch jobs to push order line items to salesforce. 

C. leverage Salesforce Connect top bring the order line item from the legacy system to Salesforce. 

D. Build real-time integration to pull order line items into Salesforce when viewing orders. 

Correct Answer: C 
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